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“Fortnight for Freedom” was the first organized campaign directly appealing to Catholic laity that the US 

Catholic bishops developed since making religious freedom a lynchpin issue in 2012 election year. This 

essay is a micro-stylistic analysis of two principal rhetorical strategies employed by Archbishop of Balti-

more William Lori in his opening homily. The homily’s central goal was to provide a rationale for the 

Catholic Church’s “Fortnight for Freedom” initiative by arguing for the conflation of religious freedom 

with personal political freedom, which I demonstrate ultimately failed. First, the archaic diction of “fort-

night” reinforced unpopular perceptions of the Church’s Magisterium as antiquated and out of touch with 

the moral priorities of contemporary American Catholics. Secondly, false analogies in the form of enthy-

mematic allusions erroneously compared opponents of the Health and Human Services’ contraception 

mandate to Catholic martyrs and President Obama to King Henry VIII.   
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The Supreme Court ruling that upheld the Affordable Care Act (a.k.a. Obamacare) in-

cluding the controversial U.S. Department of Health and Human Services’ (HHS) “indi-

vidual mandate” (which requires “religious organizations”
1
 to offer health insurance 

plans that cover contraception, sterilization and pre-abortive services), prompted the US 

Conference of Catholic Bishops to deploy a statement first drafted in April, 2012 by an 

Ad Hoc Committee for Religious Liberty. The central focus of the document, A State-

ment on Religious Liberty, addressed fears of defending “our most cherished of American 

freedoms,” religious freedoms, against the Obama administration’s “reductive secular-

ism.”
2
 Near the close of the statement, the words of Cardinal Roger Mahony, the former 
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Archbishop of Los Angeles, framed the gravity of threat and spurred action. “I cannot 

imagine a more direct and frontal attack on freedom of conscience than this ruling today. 

This decision must be fought against with all the energies the Catholic community can 

muster.”
3
 These energies would be exerted through a “Fortnight for Freedom” campaign. 

For two weeks starting June 21 on the vigil of the Feasts of St. John Fisher and St. Thom-

as More (both martyrs for their faith) and culminating on the Fourth of July, Catholics 

were urged to pray, fast, study, catechesis of religious liberty, and publicly protest.
4
 

“Fortnight for Freedom” was the first organized campaign directly appealing to the laity 

that the US Bishops developed since making religious freedom a lynchpin issue in 2012 

election year. Additional activities were to include special Masses, a series of pointed 

homilies, commentaries, and radio and video spots on the theme of religious freedom and 

the dignity of human conscience.
5
  

This essay is a micro-stylistic analysis of two principle rhetorical strategies employed 

by Archbishop of Baltimore, William Lori in his opening homily. The homily’s central 

goal was to provide a rationale for the Catholic Church’s “Fortnight for Freedom” initia-

tive by arguing for the conflation of religious freedom with personal political freedom, 

which I will demonstrate ultimately failed. My analysis hones in on two ineffective rhe-

torical strategies. First, the archaic diction of “fortnight” reinforced unpopular percep-

tions of the Church’s Magisterium as antiquated and out of touch with the moral priorities 

of contemporary American Catholics. Secondly, false analogies in the form of enthyme-

matic allusions erroneously compared opponents of the HHS contraception mandate to 

Catholic martyrs and President Obama to King Henry VIII.  

In medieval fancy Erasmus’s Adagia tells of the goblin Titivillus (my own archaic al-

lusion) who “gathered up in a sack the unconsidered trifles of careless speech let fall by 

monks.”
6
 My purpose in elucidating the specific unconsidered upshots of the US Catholic 

Bishops’ “Fortnight for Freedom” discourse is to lighten the load of Titivillus by remov-

ing such “careless speech” from his bag. Consequently, the analysis should remind reli-

gious leaders and rhetorical critics alike of the deleterious corollaries that missteps at the 

micro-level will have at the macro-level.
7
 When small semantic, syntactic, and stylistic 

details are overlooked, speech failing to look over the linguistic precipice falls.  

 

“Fortnight for Freedom” Campaign 

 

On June 21, 2012, the Most Reverend William E. Lori—Archbishop of Baltimore offi-

cially launched the US Conference of Catholic Bishops’ “Fortnight for Freedom” cam-
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paign at the Basilica of The National Shrine of the Assumption. The decision to com-

mence the campaign at the National Basilica in Maryland was no coincidence. Lori and 

his ilk were piously aware of significance of the venue. The Basilica of the National 

Shrine of the Assumption is America’s first cathedral and a symbolic site of religious 

freedom. It was founded in 1634 precisely one century after the martyrdom of St. Thomas 

More and St. John Fisher. Lori is certain to emphasize this historical significance. “Their 

[More and Fisher’s] courageous witness of faith continues to stir the minds and hearts of 

people yearning for authentic freedom and specifically, for religious freedom…just as it 

inspired those who came to Maryland a century later in 1634.”
8
  

The overall Catholic attendance and participation in the “Fortnight for Freedom” 

launch, described by US Bishops as “a great national campaign” to defend religious free-

dom, was abysmal. While the Baltimore Sun reported the Basilica of the Assumption was 

filled with Catholic supporters, this was not the case elsewhere.
9
 At New York’s St. Pat-

rick’s Cathedral, only about two hundred and fifty Catholics attended the “kick off” 

Mass.
10

 The US Bishops encouraged all one-hundred ninety-four dioceses to participate, 

and smaller scale events did take place. However, in a nation of fifty-seven million Cath-

olics, it is safe to say that the campaign did not have the evangelical and propitious start it 

had hoped. The overall purpose of Lori’s sermon was to employ Thomas More and John 

Fisher as analogical paragons of religious freedom. However, before evaluating Lori’s 

central analogies, I would like to explore the problematic nature of the bishops’ selection 

of the term “fortnight.” 

 

Archaisms: The Stylistic Sins of “Fortnight” 

 

In a letter dated October 15, 1888, Mark Twain famously penned “the difference between 

the right word and almost the right word is the difference between lightening and lighten-

ing bug.”
11

 Twain’s strikingly illuminating caveat is buttressed by more than two thou-

sand years of rhetorical theory. Briefly considering classical, medieval, and renaissance 

rhetorical theory on archaisms reveals just how far Lori and the US Catholic Bishops 

have strayed from path of stylistic sanctity.  

The Oxford English Dictionary defines archaism as “a thing that is very old or old-

fashioned, especially an archaic word or style of language or art.”
12

 Through most of the 

rhetorical tradition, theorists have cautioned against the use of archaisms. The author of 

the Rhetorica ad Herrennium emphasizes the use of clear, plain and intelligible word 

choice. Such a style “is achieved by two means, the use of current and proper terms.”
13
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Current terms are defined as diction “habitually used in everyday speech. Proper terms 

avoid figurative language and are “the designations specially characteristic of the subject 

of our discourse.”
14

 Literal terms, descriptions which, as Cicero put it, “were born with 

the things themselves.”
15

 The orator who employs the plain style effectively, Cicero tells 

us “will be modest, spare the use of archaisms and eschew embellishments of language 

and thought.”
16

 Cicero’s disciple, Quintilian, implored a return to the good style of Cicero 

by disavowing those terms “excessively antique.”
17

 The Roman writer, Longinus, in his 

treatise On the Sublime alerts pupils of the frigidity in attempting to use unusual lan-

guage.
18

 Medieval rhetorical theorist, Geoffrey of Vinsauf coaches aspiring poets to “fas-

ten [a] padlock on obscure vocabulary, be not exclusive but rather social in your elo-

quence.”
19

 Echoing the ancients, Vinsauf emphasizes “Speak as the many; think as the 

few.”
20

 Count Lodovico from Castiglione’s The Book of the Courtier asserts “I would 

always shun the use of these antique words; the man who does otherwise is making a big 

mistake as someone who, in order to imitate the ancients, would choose to make a meal 

of acorns even though there was plenty of flour.”
21

 Digesting the analogy of word choice 

to gastronomic preferences, Castiglione’s advice calls for a balanced rhetorical diet. 

Desiderius Erasmus’s On Copia of Words and Ideas also expresses inventive prudence 

with unusual words. “Words can be considered unusual when they do not occur frequent-

ly in those authors which provide the bulk of scholars readings. Today we have to take 

care not to speak in an artificial manner, to keep a good distance between ourselves and 

the aspirations of those who think to speak strangely is to speak well.”
22

 

This is precisely the effect I argue the archaism “fortnight” employed by the US 

Catholic Bishops had on their listeners. Such a term exacerbated the hierarchical distance 

between the Catholic Church’s Magisterium and the laity. Moreover, it reinforced the 

perception that Catholic social teaching is outdated and Church leaders are out-of-touch. 

The term “fortnight,” a calendric term that predates the twelfth century and means “four-

teen nights” or two weeks, is exceedingly archaic. Not only does fortnight transgress the 

precepts of perspicacity instructed by our ancestral pedagogues, a further problem of 

credibility and proprietary proximity arises for Lori and the US Bishops when one con-

siders where “fortnight” circulates today. Although it appears archaic to the American 

ear, “fortnight” is still a familiar term used in England.  

Archaism and alliteration, notwithstanding, one wonders why rhetors seeking to con-

flate religious freedom with patriotism and American independence would center the 

length of their campaign wholly on a frequently used British idiom. Clearly, uttering Brit-
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ish terms in the same breath as American Independence is prodigiously incongruous, per-

haps, even seditious, and certainly sends the wrong message. Beyond this, the turgidity of 

the term “fortnight” mirrors or reinforces the ecclesiastical authority’s own swollen opu-

lence, visual extravagance, esoteric and insular tradition. Then again, why should we be 

surprised with grandiloquent and pretentious prose from the Church hierarchy when one 

considers Pope Benedict’s penchant for flamboyant fashion: Prada loafers, Gucci eye-

wear, ostentatious vestments, oversized mitres, diamond studded crucifixes, his own per-

sonal cologne, and camauros (hats) that had not been seen in public for half a century.
23

 

Frigid diction was not the only problem the US Bishops’ Fortnight for Freedom cam-

paign possessed. Their arguments in the form of allusions and analogies also proved to be 

less than palatable to the Catholic public.  

 

Heretical Analogies 

 

Lori’s homily opens with an account of his pilgrimage to London where he visited 

Tyburn Hill, where martyrs, including St. Thomas More and St. John Fisher are buried. 

Lori’s allusions to More and Fisher become his central arguments and capitalize on both 

context and kairos. The US Catholic Bishops commenced the “Fortnight for Freedom” 

campaign on the Feast Day of St. Thomas More and St. John Fisher at the first Roman 

Catholic Cathedral in the United States, the Basilica of the National Shrine of the As-

sumption in Baltimore, Maryland. The national basilica is the first Roman Catholic Ca-

thedral in the United States and according to Lori a “monument to religious freedom.”
24

 

“We do well to speak of St. Thomas More and St. John Fisher in the same breath, be-

cause each in his own way symbolizes two aspects of religious freedom.”
25

 

 Lori provides some brief historical context on the life of Thomas More. Later he ex-

plicitly asks “What does St. Thomas More teach us about religious liberty?”
26

 More was 

a devout Catholic whose education and profession as a lawyer are said to have formed his 

principled and virtuous conscience at a time when “both were routinely scarified for po-

litical expediency.”
27

 More served as Chancellor of England in the days of King Henry 

VIII. When asked by Henry VIII to sign the Act of Supremacy, repudiate papal authority, 

and violate his sacred principles and conscience, More intrepidly accepted martyrdom. 

“Thomas More and John Fisher were beheaded because they refused to comply with the 

Act of Supremacy, a law which made King Henry VIII Head of the Church and which 

broke ties of communion with the Roman Pontiff”
28

 Both More and Fisher are used here 

as representative anecdotes, “imperishable example[s] of moral integrity” and defenders 

of individual religious freedom and the religious freedom of church institutions. Beyond 

this, as a figurative argument the references to More and Fisher function as allusive anal-

ogies and invite a linkage between Thomas More and “that conscientious private employ-

er or employee who, seeks to avoid doing or facilitating moral evil in the course of daily 

                                                 
23
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26
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27
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28
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work.”
29

 In this extreme analogical pole vault from 1534 to 2012, the Affordable Care 

Act is compared to the Act of Supremacy, and a tacit intertextual comparison is made be-

tween Henry the VIII and President Barack Obama.
30

  

Christopher Tindale explains the oblique rhetorical work of allusions. “Intertextual 

references…evoke ideas in the mind of an audience and draw them toward a conclusion. 

Allusions convey and indirect reference in passing without making explicit mention.”
31

 

Likewise, analogies are inventive argumentative strategies that enable the expansion of 

imaginative and critical thought. However, when evaluating analogic or any arguments 

from a rhetorical perspective, we must always ask, as Christopher Tindale suggests, “how 

is this argument experienced by its audience?”
32

 Lori has provided background on the 

central conflict of More’s life and his martyrdom thereby aiding the audience in under-

standing the evocation of the allusion. So, even if Catholics did not know the story of 

Thomas More, Lori has increased their appreciation of More’s religious freedom in the 

exposition of his homily and primes them to perform the analogical labor that reasons 

More to “that conscientious private employee or employer who, seeks to avoid doing or 

facilitating moral evil in the course of daily work.”
33

  

Yet, the argumentative work of analogy is more complicated and its effect is contin-

gent on whether auditors indeed find the symmetrical connections convincing. In the 

words of Tindale “Is the connection between x and A sufficient to increase A’s plausibil-

ity? This requires a judgment on the part of the evaluator, as assessing plausible reason-

ing often will.”
34

 Questions pertaining to the strength of the resemblances, shared struc-

tural relations, and parallel contexts evinced by the analogy will be probed. For example, 

does the passing of the Affordable Care Act in 2010 place a Catholic employee or em-

ployer in the same position as Thomas More in 1534? Does the Catholic employee face 

confinement in federal prison for holding steadfast to their religious convictions? If they 

refused to comply with specific tenets of Obamacare do they risk violent bodily injury or 

death? Could not the Catholic employer, employee, or institution opt out of or simply re-

frain from action that they believe to be depraved?
35

 Moreover, additional criteria for 

                                                 
29
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30
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33
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evaluating the veracity of an analogy is whether it associates two ideas or objects in the 

same category that share essential resemblances applicable to the conclusion being ad-

vanced by the rhetor. Perelman and Olbrechts-Tyteca remind us of the analogy’s unstable 

status; they are “no different than any other kind of reasoning, since the conclusion of all 

of them can always be subjected to further testing.”
36

 Perelman also inquires “just how 

far can an analogy be extended?”
37

 I.A. Richards notes that stretching an analogy too far 

runs the risk of collapse.
38

  

Upon further scrutiny of the analogies used by Lori and the US Bishops, the skeptic is 

compelled to evaluate if similarity has trespassed beyond its parallel boundaries into 

transgression. Perelman admonishes “from a probative viewpoint, an analogy must be 

kept within certain limits if it is not to impair its function of strengthening conviction.”
39

 

As we examine Lori’s central allusive analogies of More and Fisher as paradigms of he-

roic religious freedom we begin to see just how unorthodox and even hypocritical the 

analogies are. Tables 1 and 2 codify and extend the erroneous contextual and ideational 

similitudes between both the More and Fisher analogies. 

By far the most egregious abuse of resemblances is evident when one recalls the his-

tory of Thomas More’s own political career as Lord Chancellor from 1529-1532. His 

chief responsibilities included the prosecution, torture, and execution of heretics. While 

contrary historical apologias and questions of: “Is what More did considered torture?” 

abound, there is historical evidence that he was directly involved in “burning at the stake” 

at least six “reformers,” who sought their own religious freedom from corrupt ecclesiasti-

cal dogma, i.e. the sale of indulgences, etc.
40

 What else could burning a human being 

alive be other than torture? In light of More’s historical and occupational objectives re-

garding others’ desire for religious freedom, Lori’s repeated extolling of More’s moral 

conscience as a steadfast champion of religious freedom gives one pause in adhering to 

the analogy. 

  
Table 1. Analogical extensions between the Affordable Care Act of 2010 and the Supremacy Act of 

1535 
 

St. Thomas More  Catholic Employer or Employees (oppo-

nents of Affordable Care Act) 

Henry the VIII Barack Obama  

Monarchy (No Separation of Church and 

State) 

Democracy (Separation of Church and 

State) 

Violation of act results in loss of physical 

freedom and martyrdom  

Violation of act results in breach of reli-

gious freedom and neglect of civil rights  

 

                                                 
36
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38
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39
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40
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If Thomas More became the dominant analogy for the Catholic “conscientious private 

employer or employee, then, John Fisher came to “symbolize for us [Catholics] our 

struggle to maintain religious freedom for church institutions and ministries such as our 

schools and charities.”
41

 As we are told John Fisher, priest and bishop, found himself in 

trouble with King Henry VIII when he stalwartly opposed state interference in Church 

matters. When forced to sign the Act of Supremacy, Fisher refused and experienced the 

same fate as Thomas More.
42

 Lori quotes the martyr’s final words: “I cannot in anywise 

possibly take [the oath], except I should make shipwreck of my conscience, and then 

were I fit to serve neither God nor man.”
43

 Lori also informs his flock that in the after-

math of Fisher’s beheading, “churches, monasteries, and centers of learning were seized 

and destroyed by royal power.”
44

 In what follows I briefly analyze the aforementioned 

examples: Fisher as a synecdoche of Catholic institutions, the “shipwreck of conscience” 

figurative analogy, and consequent seizure and destruction of Church property by royal 

power.  

In Lori’s attempt to yoke together religious freedom and personal political freedom, 

he uses Fisher as a synecdoche functioning as a partial representative of the right to reli-

gious freedom granted to institutional wholes. He also operates as a representative of all 

individual citizens afforded the personal freedoms by the US Constitution. Lori states 

“Our church and their institutions have freedom not only because they are made up of 

individual persons endowed with freedom, but also because our institutions are like per-

sons.”
45

 Here the rhetorical critic cannot help but read Lori’s analogy as an enthymematic 

allusion and subtle endorsement of Republican presidential candidate Mitt Romney. Re-

call at the Iowa State Fair in August 2011, Romney remarked that “corporations are peo-

ple.”
46

 Lori compares institutions to people because he wants to make an argument 

against the Obama administration’s narrow definition of a “church.” But again what be-

comes the issue here is whether the audience is likely to be persuaded that institutions are 

indeed people. Moreover, the implicit Romney endorsement is another attempt to bridge 

the historical chasm in the analogical contexts (1535 and 2012) being proffered. 

Next, Lori’s articulation of Fisher’s figurative analogy “shipwreck of my conscience” 

may be read as nothing more than a dramatic and elegant metaphor. However, it is not 

until analyzing what Lori says a paragraph later that rhetorical work of Fisher’s metaphor 

is more clearly advanced. Lori invites the audience to analogically connect Fisher’s met-

aphor to the contemporary controversy between the HHS mandate and Church institu-

tions. “We surely are not facing the dire brutality that confronted St. John Fisher, but our 

Church and her institutions do find themselves in perilous waters.”
47

 Lori’s disclaimer 

takes the form of the paralepsis or a praeteritio, the figure of speech that employs strate-

gic disregard and omission in which the speaker or writer emphasizes something by pro-

                                                 
41
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42
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43
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44
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fessing to ignore it. And if it is true that the destructive upshots of Fisher’s sixteenth cen-

tury defiance are not parallel to the implications of Obamacare as Lori acknowledges, 

then, why extend the figurative analogy of “shipwreck of conscience” with the phrase 

“perilous waters.” I contend that Lori’s paralepsis of claiming to disclaim similarities 

between the two contexts actually does argue for resemblances through the prolongation 

of the nautical analogy. Moreover, the aforementioned connection is buttressed implicitly 

by Lori’s use of feminine pronoun “she”, applied to both ships and the Church. Finally, 

the interlacement of paraplepsis and analogy precipitates an enthymematic slippery slope 

fallacy that if Obamacare is not opposed the outcome for religious organizations will be 

deleterious.  

  
Table 2. Analogical extensions between St. John Fisher and contemporary Catholic institutions 

 

St. John Fisher  Catholic Church and her institutions 

(institutions are persons) 

After Fisher’s martyrdom, churches, 

monasteries, and centers of learning 

seized and destroyed by Royal power 

Under the ACA Churches (and later re-

ligious organizations) are granted ex-

emptions and opt outs  

“Shipwreck of conscience” Catholic institutions in “perilous wa-

ters” 

 

To summarize, in addition to the archaic diction of “fortnight,” the campaign unsuc-

cessfully galvanized Catholic laity primarily because the chief analogies of More and 

Fisher were not accepted by auditors and failed to be adequately persuasive. The repre-

sentative analogies were perceived to have stretched the case too far, or were applied too 

narrowly to those affected Catholics.   

 

Conflating Religious and Individual Freedom 
 

Hitherto I have been arguing and analyzing the discursive pitfalls of Lori’s homily and 

the broader US Catholic Bishops’ “Fortnight for Freedom” campaign. However, this sec-

tion explicates Lori’s rather inventive and effective attempt to yoke examples and histori-

cal expressions of religious freedom and individual liberty. His section titled “Linking the 

Two Freedoms” culminates with the caveat: “If we fail to defend the rights of individu-

als, the freedom of institutions will be at risk and if we fail to defend the rights of our in-

stitutions, individual liberty will be at risk. More needs Fisher and Fisher needs More.”
48

 

From a micro-stylistic and syntactical vantage point, what we witness in the above pas-

sage is an elegant instance of linguistic iconicity performed through the conflation of 

form and content. As Leff and Sachs explain, “discursive form often enacts representa-

tional content.”
49

 In other words, Lori’s rhetorical goal of conjoining individual freedom 

and religious institutional freedom is enacted through the use of a graceful chiasmus, or 

double reverse antithesis. The order of the terms in the first two parallel clauses is re-

versed in the second. Its rhetorical effect is powerful, and as Richard Lanham maintains 
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“seems to set up a natural internal dynamic that draws the parts closer together.”
50

 Lori’s 

chiasmus engenders a balancing and unifying rhetorical effect; his message of the neces-

sity of holding the two freedoms as an inseparable whole is reinforced again by his cen-

tral allusive analogies this time crafted by chiasmus: “More needs Fisher and Fisher 

needs More.” 

American politicians have long paraded using the Cross as a political prop, exempli-

fying a form of what Robert Bellah has labeled “civil religion” and Roderick Hart “civic 

piety.”
51

 Despite the eloquent aesthetic attempts in the argumentative forms of allusions, 

analogies, paralepsis and chiasmus, perhaps another rhetorical reality that explains the 

failure of Lori’s homily and the Fortnight for Freedom campaign is a politico-religious 

axiom proposed by Hart. Civil religion is not an activist form of rhetoric.
52

 Perhaps una-

ware of this, Lori’s peroration alludes to two final religious civic saints, George Wash-

ington and the lesser known Charles Carroll.
53

 “For as George Washington said in his 

Farewell Address, “Of all the dispositions and habits which lead to political prosperity, 

religion and morality are indispensable supports.”
54

 Capitalizing off the ideographic and 

cultural mythic status of George Washington as a representative spokesman for the amal-

gamation of religious and individual freedom is perhaps an expected topos in a speech for 

a campaign that culminates on the Fourth of July. However, the demythologist as well as 

the historian will note the fact that many of the Founding Fathers were agonistics, athe-

ists, and Deism, not Christianity, was the paradigm for America’s national faith.
55

 

 Lori’s final allusive bridge between faith and personal freedom ends where he began 

with a reference that connects to his homily’s physical context. Charles Carroll, “the 

cousin of Archbishop John Carroll, who laid the cornerstone of this Basilica in 1806 was 

the only Catholic who signed the Declaration of Independence.”
56

 Carroll’s history and 

own testimony provides Lori with the clearest link between the two freedoms. As a Cath-

olic, Carroll was prohibited by Maryland colonial law from participating in the civic are-

na. Lori suggests Carroll’s motives for joining the revolution by quoting him directly “to 

obtain religious as well as civic liberty.”
57

 Lori closes with a call for action by employing 

unifying parallelism “for the glory of God, for the good to the Church and for the love of 

country” in one final effort at conflating religious and ecclesiastical institutions with pat-

riotism. 
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Conclusion 

 

According to the US Catholic bishops, the U.S. Department of Health and Human Ser-

vices’ (HHS) mandate is an attack on religious liberty and a violation healthcare employ-

ee’s conscience and sacred principles. The rhetorical purpose of the homily and larger 

campaign was to rally Catholics to see the individual mandate as an assault on religious 

liberty and to respond by participating in the “Fortnight for Freedom.” The purpose of 

this paper has been to conduct a micro-stylistic analysis of two principal rhetorical strate-

gies in Archbishop William Lori’s Opening homily which kicked-off the US Catholic 

Bishops’ “Fortnight for Freedom” campaign. Despite some elegantly crafted rhetorical 

arguments in Lori’s homily, to date, the overall “Fortnight for Freedom” campaign lies 

anemic and moribund. Perhaps the better question to ask is “What to the US Catholic is 

the Fortnight for Freedom?” To which I answer a campaign that failed due to rhetorical 

missteps on the micro-level of diction and the figurative level of employing enthymemat-

ic allusions in the form of false and ineffective analogies. An effort to conflate religious 

and individual freedom over a highly narrow provision in the Affordable Care Act only 

reinforced the distance between the majority of US Catholics and their leaders.  

 


